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~ACA ACR No . 4H31 
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
ADVANCE CONFIDENTIAL REPORT 
AN ANALYT IC AL I NVE STI GAT I ON OF THERMAL-ELECTRIC 
MEAN S OF PREVENTING ICE FORMATIONS 
OH A PROPELLER BLADE 
By Ri chard Scherrer 
SUHMl,.RY 
Thermal-electri c means of preventing ice formations on 
a p ropel l er blade hav e been investigated and a theoretical 
basis fo r the co ntinued development of thermal-electric 
blade shoes is pr ovidod . 
A method is present e d that can be applied to the design 
of thermal - e l e c tric blade shoes for any propeller or rotor, 
and an optimum heat dist~ibution is detormin8d for a propel-
l or b l ad.o . 
IrTTRODUCTIOJ 
The design and devel opment of suitable thermal ice -
prevention equipment for aircraft propellers h a ve been under-
take n as a part of a general research program concornin~ ice-
prevent i on equipment for aircrafto 
The Nat i onal Research Council of Canada has conducted 
fl ight tests , under natural icing conditions , of propellers 
e quipped wi th ele c trically heated blade shoes (reference 1) . 
These results formed the basis of the preliminary blade - shoe 
designs used du r ing flight tests conducted by the NACA in 
the v ic inity of Minneapolis , Minn., during the winter of 1942-
43 (reference 2) . Th e blade shoes tested by the National 
Research Council of Canada and the NACA consisted of a laye r 
o f ne oprene servin g as th~rmal and eloctric insulator bonded 
to the propeller blade with an outer layer of electrically 
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conductive neoprene bonded t o the insulating layer. (See 
fi g . 1.) The powe r was supplied to these blade shoes through 
radial wires between the neoprene layers at the rear edges 
of the shoe. F li ght tests with electrically heated propeller-
blade shoes report e d in r eferences 1 and 2 have established 
t he practicabilit y of p rot e c ting propeller blades from ico 
formations by the rmal-e lectric means. The data of references 
1 an d 2 i nd icate that the p ower required for ice prevention 
may be exces s iv e for c e rt a in applications, although suffi-
cient power for some de g ree of ice removal may be provided 
re a dil y . The analysis repor t ed herein provides a rational 
basis for establishing the r mal- ele ctric p r opeller-blade-shoe 
designs. 
SYHBOL S 
The foll owing symbols have been used in this analysis: 
A a spe ct ratio 
B nu mber of pr ope ll e r blades 
D propelle r diame ter, f eet 
J work equivalent, 778 f oot -pou nds per Btu 
boundary-laye r Nusselt nu mber based on the laminar 
boundar y-layer th icknes s, ha/k 
P nor ma l pressure c oeff ici ent on airfoil section 
P a normal pressur e coefficient due to the additional lift 
distribut i on 
Pb n orma l p ressure co eff icient d ue to the basic l i ft 
d istri "bution 
P r re fer e nce profil e pressur e coefficient 
~ heat quantity, Btu pe r h our or watts 
R prope ll e r radius, feet 
Reynolds numbe r "based on blade chord, 
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Reynolds number based on leading-edge diameter. 
Ri rate-of-icing ratio 
S area , square feet (unless otherwise noted) 
T temperature, degrees Fahrenheit 
TA temperature rise due to aerodynamic heating, degrees 
Fahrenheit 
V velocity just outside of the boundary layer, feet per 
second 
VM maximum local velocity. feet per second 
Vf local velocity due to airfoil shape. feet per sAcond 
Vo forward velocity of propeller. feet per second 
3 
VR resultant velocity of the blade section. fee t per second 
Vr loc a l velocity on the reference profil o . f e et p e r second 
Vs local velocity at the laminar separation point. feet 
per second 
W water content of t h e air stream. pounds of water per 
cubic foot of air 
a slope of the lift curve for any blade section 
a o s l ope of the lift curve at infini~e aspect ratio 
b chordwise distance throu gh which leat is conducted. feet 
c b l ade chord, feet 
Ct propeller-blade section lift coefficient 
Ct additional section lift coefficient 
a 
basic section lift coefficient 
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c p specific heat of water, Btu per pound, degrees rah renheit 
d leading-edge diameter, feet 
g acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 feet per second per 
second 
h heat-transfer coefficient, Btu per hour, sQuare foot, 
degrees Fahrenheit 
k thermal conductivity, Btu per hour, square foot, degrees 
Fahrenheit per foot 
1 distance from the ed g e of an ice layer, feet 
m distance normal to blade-shoe surface, feet 
n propeller speed, revolutions per second 
p absolute value of the ratio of the slopes of a dou ble-
roof velocity profile 
Q heat per unit area, Btu per hour, square foot or watts 
per square inch (as noted) 
r blade station radius, feet 
s chordwise distance along the ai rfoil surface from the 
stagnation point, feet 
t thickness, feet 
x distance along the airfoil c hord line, feet 
~ helix angle, degrees 
helix angle at O.75R at (Vo!nD)max' degrees 
angular velocity of the blade, r adians per second 
an g le of attack , degrees 
angle of zero lift, degrees 
blade angle measured from the p l ane of rotation, degrees 
L 
---------- -----
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B 
8 
laminar boundary-layer thickness from the surface to 
the point at which V = 0.707 vR • feet 
heat - transfer characteristic length for a turbulent 
boundary layer 
turbulent boundary-layer parameter 
blade a n gle a t any radius. desrees 
81-1 blade angle at 0 . 75 R at (V o/nD )max' degree s 
v kinematic viscosi ty . square feet TIer second 
~ ice-thickness parameter 
Subscripts 
I insulation 
L lo\ver surface of th e bl ad e 
u upper surface o f t, 1e blade 
b blade 
h bladfl root 
i ice 
s laminar-separat io n point 
t blade tip 
u leading edge of the blad e s ho e 
v rear ed ~e of the blade-sh oe condu cti ng layer 
w trailing edge of the blade 
as blade surface aft of the blade shoe 
bs blade shoe 
c t conducting layer 
cs blade-element radial cross section 
5 
J 
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stag stagnation-pressure region 
0 ambient air 
~ a point on the blade or shoe surface 
2 a point in the blade shoe 
0.75 r/R = 0.75 
+ positive values of L 
negative values of L 
METHOD 
An optimum design of a p ropeller-bl ade shoe should pro -
vide equal protection to all points on the blad~-sh oe su rface 
at the desi gn conditions and have the minimum permissible 
total power input. The method of analysis presented herein-
after is general in scope and can r eadil y be applied in the 
design of an optimum blade- shoe arrangement for any propeller 
or rotor blade. 
In t h is analysis the blade shoe is considered to extend 
radially from the p ropeller-blade r oo t, station (r/R)h' to 
the propeller-blade tip, station (r/R)t, an d chordwise from 
the blade leading ed ge , station (s/c)u' to station (s/c)v 
on b0th the upper and lower surfaces of the forward portion 
of the blade. (See fig. 1 . ) Heat is c ons id ered to be ap-
plied to this porti on of the blade while the after portion, 
extending fro~ station Cs/c)v to the propeller trailing edge, 
station (s/c)~, is neither heated nor c overed. The blade 
shoe is considered to be comp rised of an inner layer, adjacent 
to the propeller-blade surface, of an insulating rubberlike 
material of thickn ess tI overlaid with an electrically con-
ductive l aye r of similar material of thic kne ss tcL' The 
use of an additional thin layer of insulating material over 
the conducting layer to increase the resistance to abrasion 
will not be considered i n the analysis; however, the effect 
of such a layer can be determined readily. 
Ice protection may be accomplished by two different 
processes : (1) ice can be prevented from forming, and (2) 
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ice can be removed periodically in thin layers. To provide 
for ice preventi on on propeller blades, it is necessary to 
supply sufficient heat to maintain the temperature of the 
blade-shoe surface above 32 0 F in any atmospheric condition. 
Protection by ice removal can be effected by providing suffi-
cient heat to raise the blade-shoe surface temperature above 
32 0 F only after ice has formed. It can be seen that the 
removal p rocess involves thermal economies by utilizing the 
insuia tlng prope rties of ice to reduce the convection losses 
and to obviate the need of supplying the heat of fusion and 
tho heat of evaporation. 
The tot al power required for either ice prevention or 
ice removal is dependent upon the atmospheric conditions, the 
propeller-operating conditions, and the propeller design, and 
may be expressed as the summation of the heat required to 
prevent or remove ice formations on the propeller-blade-shoe 
s urface and t he heat lost through the nfter or uncovered por -
tion of the propelle r blade. The heat requi red to prevent or 
remove ice on the blade-shoe surface ~bs is the summation, 
over the radial and chordwise extent of the blade-shoe sur -
face, of the values of unit h p. at (heat per unit area) re-
quired for the prevention or removal of ice at each point on 
the blade-shoe surface qbs ' Li k ewise the heat lost through 
the after surfnce of the propeller blade ~as is the summa-
tion, over the radial and chordw ise extent of the uncovered 
portion of the propel le r b l ade , o f the values of unit heat 
lost at each p oint on t h e after portion of the blade qas' 
The un it he at re quired to p r event or remove ice at each 
point on the blade-shoe su rface qbs is dependent upon (1) 
the su~face ~eat -transfer coef ficient , (2) the water content 
of the air stream , (3) the ambient-air temperature, and (4) 
the resultant velocity and effective angle of attack of the 
propeller-blade section. The unit heat loss qas at each 
point on the after surface of the propeller blade is a func-
tio n of (1) the surface hoat -transfer coefficient, (2) the 
ambient-air temperature, ( 3 ) the thermal conductivities of 
the propeller-blade and blade-shoe materials, and (4) t h e re-
sultant velocity and effective angle of attack of the 
propeller-blade section . 
The method of analysis whi ch follows is therefore con-
cerned with the determinat io n of these various factors which 
are necessary to evaluate q and n and thereby effect bs 'Las 
-- - - --- --- ------~-- - - - - -- - -
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a solut i on for t~e total power required and for the opt imum 
hoat distr i butio~ for the specific ap~lication. 
Determination of the Surface Heat-~ransfer Coeffici en ts 
8 
The subject of heat transfer from airfoils has been 
widely investigated and several approaches to the subject 
have been developed . Since each section of a propeller blade 
is essentially an airfoil se c tion, the met hod of determining 
the sur face heat - transfer coefficients of an airfoil se ction 
has been utilized in the solution of the surface heat-trans-
fer coefficients of a propellor bladG . 
The surface heat-transfer coefficient s of an airfoil . 
se ction arc dependent up on the physi c a l characteristics of 
the airfoil boundary l ayer7 a nd therefore its determination 
requires a knowledge of t he location along the airfoil sur-
face of the point of trans~tion of the bounda r y layer from 
laminar to turbulent flow as well as of the boundary-layer 
thi c kness alon g the ai rfoil surface. 
Propeller - blade section velocity distribution.- Since 
the extent ef the laminar boundary l ayer for a spe c ifi c air -
foil se c tion - or, as in this ana l ysis, a s p ecific prope ller-
blade s e c tion - is dependent upon sectio~ velocity distribu-
tion , one of t h e first st ep s i n the dotermination of the 
p ropeller - b lade surface heat - transfer coefficients is the 
determination of the veloci ty distribution f0r t~e propeller-
blade sections under co ns ideration . T~~ veloc!ty distribu-
tion for any pr opell er - blaJe section is determined by the 
lift coefficient and angle of attack at which that blade 
s e c tion is operat ing. The a n gl e of attack of each pr ope ller-
blade section Can be written as the difference between the 
blade angle an d the he lix angle at t~e bl ade station consid-
ered , 
a= [' - cp 
and the lift coeffi c ients for each propeller -bl ade se ction 
can b o det e rmi ne d b y corr e ctin g the se ctio~ lif t -coe ffic i ent 
curve s for the effect o f finite aspe ct r at io. The effe ctive 
aspect ratio for each bl ade s e ction can b e obt a i ned from the 




- - "--- - - ------ --- - -- ---
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which is developed in r e ference 3, and in which 




From the effective aspect ratio, the correct l ift-curve 
slopes can be co mputed by the equa t ion 
a = (3 ) 
1 + 
a o x 57.3 
rrA 
and the correct lift coefficients obtained by the relation 
If the l ift coefficient and angle of attack are known, the 
veloci ty distribution ov e r each propeller-blade section can 
be de term ined by the method of either reference 4 or 5. 
Laminar boundary la~~.- The extent of the larr.inar 
bounda r y layer is a function of the blade-se c tion velocity 
distribu t io n and the bo~ndary-layer Reynolds number. For 
the purpose of this report, th e boundary layer will be con-
sidered lami nar from stagnation to the laminar-separation 
point and then turbulent t o the trailing edge. The method 
of locating the lami nar -s e p aration point is developed from 
the theory by Von K~r man and Milli kan (reference 6) . By 
expr es s i ng the relation o f reference 6 in the nomenclature 
of this r eport , the following equation is obtained: 
.1.. 
= [1 - p(X - 1) ] 2 
in which X is equa l to Bs of reference 6 and is explic-
itly define d there i n . The absolute val~e of the ratio of 
the slope s of the double-roof v eloc i ty profiles , which are 
dr aw n to ap~roximate t~e actual veloci y profiles, is p 
and t he c u rv e for Vs/VM as a function of p is plotted in 
figure 2 . 
--------------- -
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The heat transfer in a laminar boundary layer is shown 
in refere n ce 7 as being dependent on the boundary-layer 
Nusselt number and is a function of the boundary-layer thick-




( 6 ) 
NUB is n function of the shape of the boundary-layer 
velocity profile and Prandtl number and has a value of 0.765 
for the Blasius-type boundary-layer velocity profile for ai r. 
Experiment has shown that, over the for~ard portion of an 
airfoil where a favorable pressure g radient exists, the 
Blasius-type boundary-l ayer velocity profile is closely ap-
proximated . At points on the s urface of a body downstream 
of the minimum-pressure point, a laminar boundary layer ex-
hibits a tendency to separate. Since the velocity gradient 
at the surface decreases as separa t i on develops, the value 
of RUB must diminish until at the separat ion point its 
value is zero. It is c nnatle red that red u cing NU8 linearly 
from the minimum-pr es5~ra poin t to the se paration point will 
satisfactorily appr~~ imate the actual caS 3 . Accordingly, in 
the analysis of this r eport NUB has e een co nsi dered tc have 
a constant value of 0.765 from the stagnatIon - pressure re g ion 
to the minimum-pressure point (maximum velocity) and then to 
vary linearly to zero at the laminar separat i on point. 
The laminar boundary- layer thickness at any point Sl, 
as used in reference 7, is given by the equation 
r --, 
I J Sl/ e (V )8 0 17 (S) ' 1 - d - I 
.2 
(Sl/ C ) " VR c i ;a 5.3c ! o I ( 7) 8 = Be V l !VR i ! 
I V 8., 17 
I 
( 1 '\ S1 I 
-) --- J 1- VR c 
which can be c hange d to the form 
- -, 
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to s i mplify the computations. Equation (8) is theoretically 
applicable only to Blasius- type boundary-layer profiles 
(stagnation to minimum-pressure point), but, as noted in ref-
erence 7, experiment has shown that little error is caused 
by its use to the laminar - separ ation point. 
With the above method the solution for the boundary-
layer thickness at the stagnation region becomes indetermi-
nate; therefore , another method must be used to determine 
the heat-transfer coefficient in this region. The expression 
S = c rl (t\ 
stag j 5R " cj 
c 
( 9 ) 
also from reference 7, gives a satisfactory value for the 
boundary- layer thicknQss in this region based on the local 
radius of curvaturo r, which is not necessarily the lead-
ing-edge radius. 
Turbulent boundary layer . - The values of the heat-
transfer coefficients for the turbulent boundary layer may 
be obtained by the method of reference 8. The surface heat-
transfer coefficient h is defined in reference 8 b y the 
equation 
h = 0 . 76 (10) 
and the val~e of ST. the function of the turbulent boundary-
layer thickness, is given by the equation 
t 2 ~ C 
in which ~ is n turbulent boundary-layer parameter. The 
value of t at any point on the airfoil surface downstream 
from the laminar-sepatation point is obtained by a step-by-
step solution of the equation 
d~ 6 . 13 dV V 
-- + = f [~J 
dx v dx 
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from the point of laminar separ ation. The value of t at 
lamina r separation is obtained from 
[ 0.2898J ~ = 2 . 557 l oge 4 . 057 Vs 
v 
(13) 
Equation (12) has been rewritten in the form 
for ease of computation . The values of f(~) as related to 
t are plotted in figure 3 , A simplified method of applying 
the turbulent boundary-layer equations to obtain tho value 
of OT at any point directly is presented in reference 9. 
Heat Required for Ice Prevention 
When the surface of B bla~e shoe covering the leading-
edge portion of a propeller blade is heated to 32° F by 
applying power to the electric conducting layer, there will 
be some heat loss through the insulating layer and blade 
material to the air stream over the uncovered aft portion of 
the blade. The total power required to protect the propeller 
blade will then be that reQuired to maintain a 32° F blade-
shoe surface temperature plus the heat lost through the aft 
portion of the blade surface. 
Heat required to maintain the blade-shoe surface at 
~2° F .- The heat necessary to maintain the blade surface at 
32° F in icing conditions is a function of the surface heat-
transfer coefficient h, ambient-air temperature To, tem-
perature rise due to aerodynamic heating TAt weight of 
water in each unit volume of air W, and the resultant velo c-
ity of each element of the propeller blade VR . 
The unit heat required is given by the relation 
in which the first term is the heat transferred to the air 
flowing over the blade , if the blade is maintained at 32 0 F, 
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and the values of h are those that were determined in the 
previous section. The temperature difference betwe en the 
blade surface and the ambient-air stream will be decreased 
by the aeount of the temperature rise TA caused by air 
flowin g over the blade or being stopped in the stagnation 
region. The second term of equation (15) is the heat re-
quired to raise the temnerature of all the water th~t strikes 
the blade to 32 0 F. Th e third ter ~ is the heat equivalont of 
the kinetic energy of the water striking the blade. The value 
of 3600, by which the second and thi rd factors in equation 
(15) are multiplied, is to obtain dimensional consistency so 
that the units of qbs are Btu per hour, square foot. 
Studies have been made to find the relation between the 
path and s ize of water drops as they approach and contact an 
object in an air stream, and it has been found that as the 
air-stream velocity and water-drop size increase, the path 
deflection decreases. Since the r esultant velocities of the 
propeller-blade sections ere r e la tively high and since large 
water-drop sizes are associated with severe icing conditions, 
this analysis aSSUillas the deflection of the water drops to 
be negli g ible. The we~g~t rate of w~ter striking the blade 
at any- :point, or the i-::i.n.«; rate, therefor e , is a function of 
the slope of tne surfac~ r 2 ]a~ive to the water-drop path at 
that po i nt. The rat a of : c~ng at any point on the blade can 
be exp ressed as 8, fl nC'tioil cd the il~ir;.g rate at the stagna.-
tion re g i on. This furction is proportional to the slope of 
the bl ade·-s o ction s'.lr'':acG [',nd is termed :'R i .. " Tho valu.es of 
Ri are measured fro~ the section layouts as shown in figure 
1 . For sec t ion s wit h f 1 a t 1 0 \'l e r f:'. u r fa c e s , R i for poi n t s 
on the lowe r surface is takon to be the sine of the angle of 
attack measured from the a ngle of zero lift. For the upper 
surface, the error due to neasui~g the slopes from the chord 
line rath e r than the relative wind is small and conservative 
and tends to allow far small c hanges in ~. Each term in 
equation (15) that expresses tho effe ct of water content must 
therefore contain the factor Ri to correct for the slope of 
the blade-section surface. 
The temperature rise at the stagnation point on a 
propeller-blade section is due to the pressure rise at that 
point and is 
T = Astag 
(16) 
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as noted in reference 10. For any point other than the stag-
nation point, the temperature rise will be taken to be 0.8 
of that at stagnation pressure, or 
The 0.8 factor includes the effects of the laminar and tur-
bulent boundary layers and compressibility, as defined in 
reference 8, and was approximated from the data of reference 
11. 
Equation (15). with the effects of aerodynamic heating 
and blade-surface slope included, becomes at the stagnation-
pressure region 
= h [32 - To -stag 
(18 ) 
and at any other point on the blade shoe 
- T o 
( 19) 
The total heat required at the blade-shoe surface to 
prevent ice is obtained by the following integration which 
can best be performed graphically, 
"bs = BR ./r/Rlt[fSV (qbslu ds 
(r/R)h Su 
where (r/R)h, (r/R)t, SU I and Sv are the conducting-layer 
limits of the radial and chordwise extent of the blade shoe. 
Heat loss.- In order to provide sufficient heat to main-
tain the blade-shoe surface at the denign temperature. an ex~ 
cess of heat must be supplied to the blade shoe. This excess 
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of heat represents the heat lost to the atmosphere through 
the thermal circuit comprised of the plade-shoe insulating 
layer, the blade material, and the liade-section boundary 
layer. At any point on the after surface of the propeller 
blade, the heat loss per unit area qas will be a function 
of the over-all thermal conductivity of the heat-loss circuit 
(kit), the temperature at the point of maximum thermal poten-
tial T a , the ambient-air temperature To. and the tempera-
ture rise due to aerodynamic heating TA , and may be ex-
pressed as 
The location of the point of maximum thermal potential 
in the conducting layer of the blade shoe and the temperature 
at that point T2 will be determined by the relative magni-
tude of the heat transmitted to the blade-shoo surface and 
the heat lost to the blade. Since Ta is the maximum tem-
perature which exists in the blade-shoe conducting layer, a 
decreasing temperature gradient will occur between the loca-
tion of this point of maximum temperature Ta and the sur-
face of the insulating layer. The distance through which 
this decreasing temperature gradient exists in the conduct-
ing layer can be considered as an increase in the thickness 
of the insulating layer. This effective increase in the 
insulating-layer thickness will be termed 6tr and is illus-
trated in figure 1. By assuming the temperature gradients 
from the point of maximum thermal potential to the blade-shoe 
surface and to the surface of the insulating layer to de-
crease linearly with distance, tho value of ~tI can be 
expressed as 
The value of Ta can then be determined with sufficient 
accuracy by the equation 
Ta = 32 + 
where ( "-\ qbs)av is the average value of the unit heat re-
quired at the blade-shoe surface at the particular blade 
--------- - --- -~---------- -~--
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station as determined from the surface heating requirements. 
The over-all thermal conductivity of the heat-Joss 
circuit (k/t) can now be defined as a fu n ction of its com-
ponent thermal resistances, the insulating-layer resistanc~ 
(tr + 6tr)/kr, the blade-material resistance b/kb (where 
b is t h e chor dwise distance through the blade material 
which the he a t is considered to travel), and t h e boundary-
l a yer resistance l/h, or 




The determination of the ther mal loss through a blade 
element of unit width (fig. lea)) can be simplifi e d by a ssum-
ing certain co n servative changes in the heat-loss circu it. 
T h e bla d e-shoe area and the area of t h e af ter surface o f the 
blade will be considered to be twi~ e their p r oje c ted a re a s 
or Sbs and Sas' respec t iv elY t w~ j l e Sb is t he pro jected 
blade ar e a. The bl a da- e~ b ment rad i al cr oss - se ct ion a r ea Ses 
is the ar e a of the bl aQe mate~ i & l a t a n y rein t Sl th rou gh 
which t h e h eat loss is c onpidsred to be conducted and is also 
shown in fi gure l( a ). F o r the pu r pose of the cal c ulat i on s, 
the valu e of Ses c an b e used More easily b y aSDuming t he 
blade-el e me nt m~t ~ ri a l t o be a wedge with the base height 
e qual to t h e max i mQm b lad o se c tr:n t~icknes s t max at the 
blade station , t h e ba se wi dth nqual to unity , and the le ngth 
equal to t~e c hn r dw i s e di starce flO~ the tra i l1Pg edge o f 
th e co n d u c ting laye r to t he blade t7~1:i~g edge. as lilu s-
trated i n figu r e l(b) . Th o b lade ~~t~Jidl under the blade 
shoe is neg l e c t ed in t his h eat- less approximation . The re-
sult of t hes e a ssumptions is an e quivalent the~ma l- Ios s 
circuit f or ea ch point Sl on the afte r .... u. r face. Af\ shown 
i n f i gu reI ( c ), the he a t los s t r a ve l s f Tom t he p oi n t 0 f 
maximum t e mp e rature Ta t h rough t h e ef f ec t iv e in cr ea se in 
the insul a tin g-layer thickn ess 6 tr and t h en th r ough t he 
insulati ng-l aye r t h ickness tr to the bl a de material. Since 
the material beneath the blade shoe has ~e en n eg l e c ted , t h e 
circuit is repr e sented by consideri ng t h e blad e - s ho e l ay e rs 
to be ap p li e d t o t h e forw a rd face of the b lock o f bl a d e ma-
terial o f length b , unit width, and thickness tc s a s 
given by th e wed g e approximation for any point Sl' After 
t he hea t h a s been conducted throug h t h e bloc k of b l a de 
J 
------~---~ '------' 
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material , it is lost to the ambient-air stream by forced 
convection through the boundary layer. The assumed equiva-
lent heat-loss circuit i s compLete if the air stream is con-
sidered to flow over the opposite end of ' the block fro m that 
which is considered covered by the blade-shoe layers. The 
complete equivalent heat - loss circuit as described is shown 
in f i gur e 1 ( c ). 
If the unit heat distribution was constant over the 
blade-shoe surface, the total heat would be given by the 
e q,ua t i on 
Q.a s 
k (T 2 - To - TA ) (25) = Sas t 
But 
I (tI + 6 t I 1 +( ~ 2) +e- s:) t/ "A - = SbS) Sas kI kb Sc h 
wh ere the unit e of the ta rms ~ re the reciprocal of Btu per 
hour, d egrees Fahrenheit. The pur pose of tnis step is to 
exp ress the three factors of th e t} ermal resistance in their 
proper relation as determined by the different hea~-transfe r 
areas for 8a c h ter'l. I n or der that the thermc:...J conductivity 
kit c an be used for the c ase of nonuniform hoat d~stribu­
tion, or i n the expression for qas (equation (21)), the 
foregoin g equat ion is rearranged as follows : 
kit = 1 
S 11 
s'1f:) + ;J 
cs 
th e r efore , for a n y po i nt on the blade ~ftcr surface the unit 
heat lo ss can be detormined by tho equation 
[ (_t_I_+_6_~ _t_I 
kI 
The total heat los~ Q.a~ is obtained by integrating 
the va lue s of qas ove~ the upper and lower surface of ths 
prop e ll o r bl ad e as follo ws: 
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(r/R)t [ x" +jw dx 1 d ( r /R) (28) Q.as = !JR,! ! (qas)u dx ( Cl a s) L 
(r/R)h Xv Xv 
It has been shown that the evaluation of equation (27) 
depends on two unknowns 6tr and Ta which are related. 
Since 6tI depends on the relative magnitudes of the heat 
loss ~as and the heat supplied to the blade shoe ~bs' an 
initial assumption of 6tr must be made and checked by solv-
ing for ~as and the resulting value of 6tr used in a 
second solution for Q,as until the values of 6tI' Q,as' and 
Q,bs are in reasonable agreement. 
Heat Required for Ice Removal 
When the quantity of heat supplied to a propeller blade 
is reduced below the quantity necessary for ice prevention 
and ice is allowed to form on the propeller blades, the ice 
will be thrown off after reac h ing a certain thickness, which 
is a function of the power input and power distribution. 
The insulating quality of the ice allows the blade-shoe sur-
face temperature to rise above 32 0 F and a water interface 
to form between the ice and the shoe. The reduction of the 
adhesion combined with the centrifugal force on the ice due 
to its nass will result in ice re mov al. 
The process of ice removal can be made to occur at dif-
ferent points and at different in te rvals, depending on the 
heat distribution and the local rates of icing and heat 
transfer. The ice thickness at a point on a blade station 
can be expressed as a function of the maximum ice thickness. 
which occurs in the stagnation region, and the rate-of-icing 
ratio Ri 
If ice is assumed to accumulate on the blade shoe in a 
smoot 1 continuous layer with no free edges and with the 
thickness distribution as given by equation (29), the unit 
heat required for ice removal will be given by the equation 
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(3600) (30) 
The foregoin g equation is analogous to equation (15) except 
that th e effect of the ice layer hus been i nclud e d in the 
thermal resistance r~~ + :] and that the second term of 
Lk1 n 
equation (15), the heat required to increase the tomperature 
of the air-stream water content to above 32 0 F, has been 
omitted. In equation (SO) Tl will have a value of 32 0 F 
only for the condition in which a continuous ice layer exists. 
The seco nd term of equation (30) is the kinetic heating due 
to the water drops striking the blade and it can be neglected 
because its omission introduc es a small and conservative er-
ror. If the -'term is neglected, · the heat required as indi-
cated by 
(31) 
wiil not be ~ function of the water content of the air stream. 
In natural icing conditions ice does not form in contin-
uous layers but ra~her in patches, ridges, or particles. At 
the edge of a discontinuous ice layer, there will be a heat 
less from the iced to tho unic ed portion of the blade shoe 
with a temperature g radient along the sho e surface normal to 
the edge of the ice. (See fig. 4.) If a semi-infinite ice 
layer is assumed to extend from a point on the blade-shoe 
surface at which the surface tempe rature is T 10 ' the sur-
face temperature Tl at any point beneath the ice layer at 
a distance 1 from the location of T10 as a function of 
the surface temp erature at t equals infi nity T 1 is 
~ 1 - l<l + 2 ) 1 [e- CC1\Cll~' ll Tl To/TJo:,)(l - \jJ (32) 
Tlro 1 + \II 
where 
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(33) 
which is developed in the appendix and illustrated in figure 
4. The ice-t h ickn ess ~arameter W expresses the nondimen-
sional relation between the ice thickness ti and thermal 
conductivity k i a~d the loc a l heat-t r ansfer coeffici ent h . 
If a c ertain size ice uarticle is assumed to have a negIi~i­
ble effect on tho prop·eller performance. the value of W can 
be determined a t any point b y using the ice thickness a nd 
local value of h in equation (33), the value of the therma l 
co n d u c t i vi t y 0 f ice kl b e i n g a con s tan t. The un i the at r a -
quired qbs at any point at which W is known can be dete~-
mined by the equation 
(34) 
where Tl is, in this case only , the blade-shoe surface 
temperature at the center of the smallest surface dimension 
(21) of the ice particle when the udge is at 32 0 F. The 
use of a unidi~ensional analysis for a two-dimensional prob-
lem is not considered to involve an appreciable error with 
the size ice par ticl e s and values of h normally encountered . 
The heat r equ ir ed at the blade -shoe surface is obtained by 
inte g rati ng the values of qbs obtained by equation (34) as 
shown by equation (20), and th e heat loss is determined in 
the s ame manner as was developed in the ice-prevention sec-
t ion of this report. 
A study of equations (32) and (33) indicates that when 
W = 1 the ice- particle thickness and surface - temperature 
gradient are both zero. This indicates that when a water 
drop strikes the blade shoe, it is immediately thrown off as 
an ice flake . It is reasoned that there will bo so me mini -
mum heat requiroment for propeller ice re~oval which will 
depend on the effe ct of an ice layer or ice articles on the 
propel l er efficiency and it is possible that the optimum 
aerodynamic and the r mal blade-shoe design will be for the 
condition of ~( = 1 , 
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APPLICATION 
It is apparent that in the application of the foregoing 
method to a specific propeller blad e -shoe design, the estima-
tion of t h e effective angle of attack and resultant velocity 
at each propel ler - blade element is subject to an error due 
to body interference which ~ill be reflected in the calcula-
tion of the heat - transfer coefficients. In addition! it is 
questionable ~hether it is judicious to design a propelle r 
blade shoe for a sin g le propeller-operating condition which 
fixes the blade angle and V/nD. With the foregoing in mind 
it is suggested that, in a specific design, the method pre-
sented herein be rep eated over a sufficient range of blade 
angles a nd v a lues of V!nD to insure evaluation of the max -
imum heat-distribution requirements. In this manner a fam-
ily of ch ordwise heat-distribution curves for each propeller-
blade element is obtaine d over a safe propeller-operating 
range, frore which family envelope curves can be drawn for 
all elements to establish the requjr ed heat distribution over 
t he entire blade shoe . 
I n order to illustrate the method developed in this re-
port, sample computations are presented here inafter on the 
design of a blade shoe for a Hamilton Standard propeller 
blade No . 6477A-0. The co mputat ions presented are for one 
propeller - operating condition only and no allowan c e has been 
ma de for body interference . In an a ctual design, repetition 
of the method over a selected ran ge of blade angles and val-
ues of VjnD, as indicated . i n the preceding discussion , 
would be desirable. The Ham ilton Standard blade _0 . 6477A-0 
has been selected for the following analysis since this blade 
was used in the B-17F airplane propellers which were equipped 
~ith bl ade shoes, tested, and r eported by the NACA in refer-
ence 2. The following flight co nditions, for long-range 
cruisin g , will be used in the analysis: 
Ambient - air temperature, OF 
Pressure altitude, ft 
Indicated airspeed, mph 





(For these computat ions ~ is assumed to be at the 
Vo/nD for maximum propeller efficiency . ) 
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These are taken to be the critical ' conditions for pro-
peller ice protection because the propeller-blade elements 
are ncar the maximum practical angle of attack. It is rea-
soned that the high angle-of-attack condition will result 
in the maximum heat requirement at the blade-shoe surface 
because of the decreased extent of the laminar boundary lay-
er on the forward face of the bl ade. 
The area covered by the blade shoe is assumed to extend 
chordwise to the 20-percent-chord point on ~oth surfac e s and 
from the blade shank at the hub r/R = 0.145 to the station 
at which the tip radius begins r/R = 0.942, where R = 69 
inches. The 20-percent chordwise coverage was satisfactory 
in the tests reported in reference 2, as was the radial 
blade-shoe length which extended to rjR = 0.942. Actually 
the radiql extent of the blade shoe would be determined by 
the amount of aerodynami c heating experienced by outer ele-
ments of the blade. 
The co mputations follow the same se~uence of step s as 
presented in the section Method. 
Determination of the Surface Heat-Transfer Coeffici e nts 
The chord~ise heat-transfer coefficients were determined 
at five blade stations (measured in inches from the center of 
rotation): 21.5, 25.5, 31.5, 42, and 63.5, \."hich correspond 
to thickne~s ratios of 0.18, 0.15, 0.12, 0.09, and 0.06. 
The four outer-blade stations for the 6477A-0 blade were 
RAF-6 airroil sections, ."hile the inner section was similar 
to a modified Clark Y airfoil section. 
Proneller-blade section velocity distribution.- The 
geometric angle of attack ~ was obtained by calculation of 
the helix angle ~ and Vo/nD from the flight conditions . 
The values of 8M and ~M were obtained from figure 10, 
reference 12. The blade angle 8 was obtained fro m the 
blade data sheet 157 of reference 12. Th e geometric blade 
angle S at 0.75R is given by the approximate relation 
~0.75 ,= <IJ O • 75 + 8M - <IJ M 
By knowing the value of ~0.75' 
r/R was obtained by 
the relation of ~ to 
I I _ 
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(36) 
and ~ oy equat ion (1). The valu es of ~, ~, ~, and e 
are plotted in figure 5. 
The corrections for aspect ratio wore made by equations 
(2) and (3). The angle of zero lift and slop e of the sec -
tion lift curves were ootained from reference 13, and the 
section lift coefficient for ea ch station was computed using 
eqnation (4). -
The volocity distrioution for tho lB-percent-thick sec-
tion was obtained by the use of the method presented in ref-
erence 5. An NACA 0015 airfoil was used as the reference 
profile oecause tho leading-edge radius was similar to that 
of th e mod ified section . The velocity distribution ov e r the 
NACA 0015 airfoil i s we ll d efined by experiment . The values 
of Vr /VR "Tore obtained as indicated in refer o nco 5 by 
where P r is the P f of re fe re nce 14. The velocity distri -
butions ve re obta in e d by adding to this velocity Vr/V R , thB 
change in velocity 6V/VR dUB to the difference in shape 
between the reference profile and the lS-percent-thick sec-
tion 
== + - (3 S) 
then 
Vu V.:> P/4 
.1. 
== + 
Vf/VR VR VR 
(39) 
V1 Vf P/4 
== 
VR V R Vf/ VR 
where P is the pressure corresp onding to the normal for ce 
at a c ho rd point give n by the equation 
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(40) 
as defined in reference 5. The velocity distribution over 
the 12-percent -t hick RAF-6 blade section was obtained by the 
method of reference 4 and was modified for the various val-
ues of thickness and camber to give tho velocity distribu-
tions for the r emainder of the RAF-6 blade sections. Veloc-
ity diftrubutions for the fiv e blade stations are plotted in 
f i gur e s 6 t 0 IO. 
Boundary-~ayer heat transfe~.- The chordwise position 
of the laminar-separation point was determined by approxima~­
ing the a ctual velocity distribution by a double-roof profile 
and finding Vs/VM from figure 2. The approximate double-
roof velocit y profiles are shown as dashed lines for the 
upper and lower surfaces ~n the velocity-distribution curves 
in figures 6 to 10. The double-roof profiles are drawn so 
as to give approximately the same lift (area beneath the 
curve) up to tho laminar-separation point as the velocity-
distribution curves . Considerable judgment must be used in 
t he drawing of the profiles in order to obtain reasonable 
results. Theory indicates that, for the velocity distribu-
tion shown in f i gure 10, lamina r separation will not occur 
on the lower surface of the propeller-blade element. Exper -
ience, however, indicates that laminar separation is likely 
to occur and , since the assumption that separation does oocur 
is conservative, the laminar-separation point shown for , the 
lower surface in figure 10 has been us e d in this analysis. 
The v alues of boundary-layer thickness and heat-trans-
fer coe fficients were computed by equations (6) to (14) and 
are plotted in figures 6 to 10 with the corresponding veloc -
it y distributions. Beca~se of the changes in lift coeffi-
cient of the blade sections as the blade an Ie is chan ge d, 
the l o c ation at which the heat transfer (due to forced con-
vection) approaches zero will move fore and aft from the 
design position. In order to protect tne region of the 
blade at which low values of h occur at other than design 
Ct, the curves of h as related to x/c were faired as 
shown in fi gur e 11 and the faired values were used in suc-
c ee di ng co mputations. 
I • 
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Heat Required for Ice Prevention 
Hea t re quir a d _.i..2 maint ai n the b1ade- sh ~ sur faf:~. at 
32~.!.- Equations (IS) and (19) weTe used to determine the 
unit power input to the blade shoes. The water content of 
the a ir stream was taken to be 1.S4 grams per cubic meter , 
the max i mum water content measured in clouds by Kohler, as 
described in refe~ence 15, 
When the various factors in equations (18) and (19) are 
fixed by the des i gn co ndit ions, the equations becom-e 
and 
_4 
h ~ [32 - 0.S33 X 1 0 
s"ag 
V 8 -6 V 3 + 13.1 ' R .. 8.1 X 10 R 
q b s = h [32 - O. 667 X 10"- 4 V R Z J 
-6 3 
+ Ri [13.1 VR - 8.18 x 10 VR ] 
(41) 
The he a t _ er unit area requ ired to p rovide ice p rotec-
tion on the surf a ce of the blade s h oe qbs can then be eval-
uated by substitutin g in eq 1ations ( 4 1) and ( 4 2) the p roper 
values of h (fr om fig . 11), R i ) a nd VR for the res p ective 
point on the blade - s h oe surf a ce under con s i~er a tion , Th e 
total heat required at the blade - shoe surface to provi d e ice 
protection is -obtained by inte g rating equation (20) ovor the 
blade-shoe area , from r/R = 0 , 145 to r/R = 0.9 4 2 and from 
s at x/ c = 0 to x/c = 0.2 . For the three propeller blad es , 
3
R fOj' 942 [.J;;-I c = 0.2 
Qbs = (qbs)U ds 
0.145 0 
x/c = 0 . 2 
+1 
o 
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Th e heat re qu ired at t h e bl ad e- sh oe surface to p rovide 
ice p rotecti on wa s obt ained b y pe r forcing the inte g ration of 
equation ( 43 ) by graph5.. c a l Ideans . The p01,ver required to pre -
vent ice formations on a Ham ilt on St anda rd p ropeller with 
three ~o . 6477A-0 blad es exp r esse d i n ele c tri c al unito is 
395 7 watts at the desi e n conditions with the los ses through 
the afte r p ortion of the bl ad es neglected . The results of 
tho co mput a tions of the unit powe r distribution are ~ iven in 
figure 12. 
Heat los s. - The hea t loss f r om the aft p ortion of the 
blade is assumed to occ u r ovor the rear 80 k percent c hord, 
and from the blade r oot r/ R = 0.145 to the tip re gi on r/R = 
0.942. With t heso limits , equation (28) becomes 
(4 [1 ) 
0.2 
The thickness of the outer layer of the blade shoe for this 
anal y~ i s is 0 . 020 inch or 0 . 001 67 foot , while the inner 
l ayer tr is 0.04 0 i nch or 0 .0033 foot th i c k . At any bl~de 
station, t~e valles of Sb I Sb and S /Sb are taken to be s as 
0.4 and 1.6 , re spe ct ively (fi g . 1); a l so , from the ~vedGe 
bl ade e l e1"1en t 
"'here b is measurec1. f ro p. the base of the 1-"edge an d (t/ c)m:o.x 
is the maximum t hi c kness of the blade se cti on . Therefore , 
equation (27 ) become s 
[ 
O. 0133 + ,-ttl t r 
= qas 
1:: I 
+ 1.6b IJ (46) 
kh ( t/c ) [1 - 1 . 25 b/c] + ~ 
L max 
~----~~----- -- -
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and vThen 




F/ft kb = 117 , 
t hen, in se rti ng the for ego inG values of t h ermal conductivity 
and re a rr ang i ng t he terms, e qua tio n (46) becomes 
[ 
r:. 0.01 37b + IJ 
0.107 + 506t r + (t /C) max [l _ 1.25 (b/c)J h 
By successive approximations, values of 6tI, Qas ' and 
° b 'Ii S which a re in reasonable agreement c an be found and the 
heat 10 s8 t hr ough t he aft er p ortion of the 
evalua te d by inte g rati no e quation (44) ~ A 
g ration of this equation indic ates a total 
entire p ropel l e r of 11 09 wa tt s. 
propeller can be 
g r ap hie al in t e -
heat loss :or the 
The total power requi r ed t o prevent ice fOrmations on a 
p rop eller with three 6477A-0 b l ades with the distribution 
shown in figure 12 is 3957 + 1109 = 5066 watts. 
The c al cu l ated po~e r, 50 66 watts, ~s greater t: an the 
p ower used during the fli gh t tests in natural ici ng c ondi-
tiOns r ep ort ed in reference 2 and i s greater t han the ava il-
able pow er from generat ors which are now under development 
for propeller ice p revent io n. Although the prOcess of i ce 
p r event io n is p rob a bly the ultimate objective in the develop -
ment of p rot e ction for p rope ll e rs, the process of ice removal 
as indica t ed by the res u lt s of ref oren c e 2 a pp ears to be a 
p ractic a l solution mO re suitable for immediate application. 
Heat Requ ired for Ice Re moval 
The heat re u ired fOr ice re moval will depend on th e 
maximum size of ice particle that is al lowed to form on the 
p ropeller blade . Equat ion ( 32) , when To = 0 0 F and th e 
]..-
factor [1/ k cttctJ2 is evaluated for the part icular blade -
shoe de s i g n, becomes 







and since the heat required to remove a n icc par ticl e will 
be a function of the temperature g radient at its edge, the 
values of Tl/T1ro for the subject pr ope ller and bl ade shoe 
were compu1cd and plotted in fi gu re 13 for various val ues of 
8 -\jJ and h 2L. 
In order to clarify the eff e ct o f the surface t empe ra-
ture, an ice particle 0 .3 inch in di ameter a nd of variable 
thickness was assumed to be attac~ed to variou s points on 
the bl ad e shoe. The c han ge in a ir flov over the blade due 
to the ico particle is assum ed to have a necligible effect 
on tho heat transfer. Th o hea t re quir ed was b ased On Tl 
- ro 
f t l . 1 of ,1,8 . or 1e v n rlous va ues 'V 
The curves of fi ure 14 were co mpu ted to show the heat 
re Qu ired to remove the assumed ice pa ' ticle as a function of 
thickn ess and heat -t ransfer coef fi ci e~t . In order to obtain 
tho correct v a lue for t ho unit p o ~ er at an amb ien t- a ir tem-
pe rature of 0 0 F, a t any po i nt on the b lade, the unit powe r 
from figure 1 4 mu s t be corr e cte d by a fu nc t ion of the aero -
dynami c heating as shown b y the eauation 
(q) = (Ob ) 14 - TA\jJ2h bs corr e ct - s fig. 
With any icc particle of smaller dia~ eter than that as -
sumed , more heat Or a greate r t hi c kness of ice 10uld be re-
quired for it s removal. Ob se rvat i ons during ic ing fli bhts 
hav e shown t ha t in iCing conditions at low temneratures 
(0 0 to 10 0 F) , ice for~s in a v ery narrow ri dg~ , sometimes 
as n a rrow as 1/4 inch, a long t he blade leading edge. ~his 
condition nas b een s ubs t antia ted b: other observers (refer-
en c e 1). Th e ice which forms at these low temperatures is 
parti cularly hard and tenaciou s. I n view of the occu rr en ce 
of such icing c ond i tions , t he use of less heat than that re-
quired to maintain the blade - s~oe surface at 32° F ( ~= 1) 
i n dr y air , seems to be i nadvis a ble. 
The distribut ion of the unit p ower to obt ain icc pro -
te ction by removal at a ll points on the blade - shoe surface 
s i multaneous l y, b a sed on figu r e 1 4 at \jJ = 1, is p lott ed in 
Ilgurc 15. Fi gure 16 shows the re quir ed unit hoat distri-
bu tion on the developed blade-sho o surface. 
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Gr aph ic a l integration of the unit h eat re~uired over the 
blade-shoe area gives a value of 1750 wat~s re~uired to effect 
ice remov a l at ~ = 1. The heat loss th rough the after por-
tion of the blade Was compu te d through the use of e~uations 
(22), (23), ( 43 ), an d (44) and Was found to be 640 "/atts. The 
total p o"'er re~uired for ice pr ot ection by the removal proc~ss 
a t ~ = 1 is therefore 2390 watts. 
DISCUSSION 
Benefits Obtained from the Optim~m Heat Distribution 
In view of the relative simplicity of construction of a 
p rop eller-bl ad e shoe with a stepped type of heat distribution, 
such as was used in the tests reported in reference 2, when 
compared with a blade shoe having an optimum heat distribu-
tion as sh own in figure 16, it is important that the blade -
shoe de signer realize the benefits which may be expected by 
utilizing a blade shoe having an opti mum heat distribution. 
To indicate the advantages of an optimum heat distribution, 
the method of an~ysis dev elope d in this re~ort has been 
employed to co mpare the amount of power re~uired by the two 
types of distribution to provido the same degreo of icc pro-
tection and to determine the thickness of ico which would be 
built .up upon a blade shoe with a stepped heat distribution 
utilizing a power input e~ual to that re~uired for complete 
ice remov a l On a blade shoe with an optimum heat distribu-
tion. In this comparison the optimum heat distribution 
shown in figure 1 6 has been co mpared with a stepped heat 
distribution in which t he distri~uti on over the leading-edge 
third of the blade shoe is double that over the remaining 
area. The chordwise hoat distribution for the blade shoo 
with tho stepped dis tribu tion ha s been considered constant 
over the radial extent of the b l ade shoe and has been based 
upon the point of maximum heat re~uirement for the b l ade-
shoe surface. The chordwise distribution for each type of 
heat distribution is shown in f i gure 17 at the critical pro-
peller station. 
The c a lculated total heat re quired for the distribution 
shown in fi gure 16 at T = 0 0 F and ~ = 1 is 2390 watts , 
o 
while the calculated p ower re ~uired for the stepped distribu-
tion, based on tho pOint of maximum heat ro~uirement on the 
blade-shoe . surface (station 42 st agnat ion region) at the 
same conditions, is approximately 4800 watts. To enable a . 
I~-
I 
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comparison with the experimental results, the heat re qu ired 
by the opthlUm distribution and the stepped. distribution "lere 
comp uted fOr the test conditions v These cond.itions vlere COll-
parable to those listed under the sectiou of this re~ort des -
ignated Application, except for the ambient-air temperature 
which was 10 0 F instead of 0 0 F. The computations indicate 
that 1640 watts are reQuired by the optimum distribution and 
appr oximate ly 3300 watts by the ste?ped distribntion (both 
at * = 1). The use of an optimum h8~t distribution rather 
than the stepped distribution should, therefore, reduce the 
total heat required by approximately one-half for the same 
dogree of protection against ico formation. Lacking mora ex -
tensive experimental confirmation, thr absolute magnitu~e of 
the foregoinG power requirements are subject to some doubt; 
h owever, their relative magnitude should be reliable • 
If t~e stepped heat distribution is used , but with a 
power input of 2390 watts at tho fli gh t conditions listed, 
ice will accumulate until its thickness supplie s sufficient 
insulation for tho removal process to tako place. Applica-
tion of the foregOing method to co mpute this thickness indi -
cates that a n ice cap 3 0 42 inches hi ~~ by 0 0 3 inch wide 
(width assumed , based on observations) would form before 
being ramoved by meltin g at the base. Obviously, such an 
ice stru cture would be unstable and break, leavin g the lead-
ing edge with a rough, brOken ice cap and. thus 1 the blade 
shoe would fail in its function of ice removal. 
Co mparis on with Exper iment 
The fore g o:i.ng deductions JI:us t be qualified and co nsi<'t-
eration 3USt be ~iven to the lack of experimental verifica-
tion of the pro p osed method. Su ch experimental verifica-
tion is particularly needed bec aus e of the aSGUmpt10ns which 
were nocessary in the development of the compu tation proce -
dure. The results of reference 2 are the only experimental 
data that can be compar ed with the analytical results. 
These tests indic ated that satisfactory ice-removal charac -
teristics would be obtained with 2100 watts applied to tho 
stopped distribution of the blade sho os tested ( ~not kn own), 
while the c omputat ion s indicate that approximately ~300 watts 
will be required with the same distribution at similar c on-
ditions (W-= 1). In view of this lac k of agree E ent v a crit-
ical view of the assumpt io ns u p on wIich the ~ethod is baced 
is in order" 
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Review of Assumptions 
As the method was app l ied, two assumptions appear to be 
conservative. In the first place, body interfer en ce was ~eG­
lected 1 which eliminates from consider a tion the blocking of 
t he air and tho resultant reduced velocity over tho region o f 
tho propeller close to tho shank. Data aro available which 
indicate that, On an air-cooled nacelle-propeller combination 
of the sam e gene ral dimensions as that on the B-17F airplane , 
the axial velo c ity is approximately freo stream from the tip 
to the 0 0 5 r/R st a tion and then decreases linearly to ap-
proximately one-half free-stream velocit y at the 0 0 2 r/R 
station. A reduction in the comn uted heat requirements for 
the inner-bl a de sections would obviously occur if allowance 
were made for t he reduced velocity. 
A se c ondary result of the reduc ed axial velocity wi ll 
be an increased effective bl a de angle over the ilner stations. 
The magnitude or direction of the deviation re quIting from 
this differen ce is difficult to ~ r ed i ct , but these blade sec -
tions will c arry a higher lift coe fficient than that assu~ed . 
By referenc e to figures 6, 7s and 8 J It can be reasoned that 
this will Cause a n incr eased peak velocity on the upper sur-
face , thus decreasing the extent of laninar flow, but wi ll 
havE a co mpensating effect on the lower surface where the 
peak \vill te'ld to be lo\vered o i'Llich of these changeR wi ll 
predomi~ate could only be determined by a detailed calcula-
tion. 
A second con servat ive assumption is the neglect of ce n -
trifugal-force effects. This was justified ori e inally on 
the basis of the p ossi b ility of a reaoonably uniform g laze-
icc l aye r formed from the maximum possib le water content of 
the a ir st~eam at an amb ient- a ir temperature of 0 0 F. Unde r 
these conditions, the adhesion of ice to the blade-shoe mate -
rial is gr e ater t~an t~e strength of the ice itself. That 
this assumption may be unduly rigorouu can be dedu c ed from 
t h e result o · reference 2, which indicated t~e po s sibility 
that no heat at a ll mi ght be neceDsary to de-ice the outer 
portion of the blade. Vhetl er this is due to aerodyn a m:i. c 
heating or centrifugal-force effe cts is difficult to deter-
mine. However, the basis for tho computat io ns of tho aero -
dynamic heating is reasonably sound , ~hilc the possibility 
definiteJ.y oxists that an ice formation more porous than the 
glaze iCE) assl1med would adhere less strongly and , therefo re, 
be throin off by c entrifu~al force; also , the porosity of 
this iCG l ayer should have a marked effect on its therma l 
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resist a nce . No answer to t hese possib ili t i es c an be p ro p os ed 
without further s t udy. 
Sev eral unconservative assumptions were made in the anal-
ys is which would tend to c an cel the error c aused by the ne -
r; 1 e c t 0 f body in t e r fer e n c e an d c en t r i fu gal for c e • The m 0 r e 
i mp ort an t of these is the assumpti o n that tralsition will 
occu r b y the p rocess of separat i on in the advo r se pressure 
grad i ent. Actuall y if a ny ice forms ~round the leadi ll~ edge , 
it is likely to c ause local peak p re ssures or, tllrou gh rou t:::>. -
ness, p romote earlier transitions. Thus . instead of the 
fairly extens ive l am i nar flo w over the upper surface , tu rbu -
lent fl ow might be prosent . Si n c e th e a ccura c y of the method 
is l a r ge l y d ependent on the computed location of bounJary -
laye r transition, this would have an imp ort an t influenco 
tend in g to make the me th od uncon s ervativ eo For ice accumula-
tions o ccurring with ice re moval a t ~ o f less t han I , the 
actual formation of ic e layers and ice flecks will vary 
widely over the bl a de and will tend to increase turbulence 
further and to effect t he rate 0: heat transfer. 
The effects of humidity, evaporation, and debree of 
supercoolin g of t he water drops have als o been negle c ted ; 
h ow ever , these effe ct s a re c onsidered to be sufficiently 
small as to be c ompensated by other conservative Rssumptions . 
Re c 01:lITl enda t i on s 
The q u an tit y 0 f P O,'r err e qu i red for ice pre v en t ion ( 5 06 6 
watts) appears to be pr oh ibi tive at the present stage of de -
ve lopmen t . 3e c aus e of the wei gh t of the hub generat or that 
would be requ ired, the adv antage of the li ght er weight of 
the tn pr rlP. '.- · e lectric syst em in co mparison with other meth ods 
would be lost~ The most expedient present solution appears 
to be a desi gn for ice removal at ~ equal to 10 If advan-
tag e is taken of the redu c tion in heat re quirements made pos -
s ible by use of an optimum ~eat distribution , and if the 
thickness of the co ndu c ting l ay er is kep t to a miniffium to 
redu ce the heat lost through the after surface of the blade , 
a blade shoe which will p rovi de satisfactory ice protect ion 
wi th a vailable hub gene rator s should rosulto In order to ob -
tain the required heat distr i bution with a sat i sfac t ori ly 
thin co ndu c ting l aye r , a mat eri a l of varying e l ectrical re -
sistan c c~ but const an t thicknoss o 00uld be advantageous . 
As a result of limited tests, it has been found that 
p re sent co ndu cti ng mater ials do not have satisfact ory 
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re sistance to a.brasion an.d , . ,ear. It has been. thought tha.t a. 
thin layer of nonconducting rubber over the entire b la~e ­
shoe surface would provide the a~rasion re s i stance necessary 
for satisfactory service life. The effect of the addition 
of a protective layer can be determined by incluiing its 
t h ickneos in the thic k ness of the conducting layer . 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Co mm itte e for Aeronautics, 
Moffett Field, Ca1if o 
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AFPEIITDIX 
An exp re3sion for th e temperatu re g radient in the ed g e 
of an ice 13yer is to be developed for determining the s ize 
and thickness of an ice p article t h at will adh ere to a ~lade ­
shoe surface with differont unit power input3. In the d c ri -
vation of this expression symbols will be used which do not 
appoar in the nomenclature of this rep ort (C l , Ca , f, U, 
and v) . It was felt that better continuity a nd clarity 
c ou l d be had by definin R the symbols as ~hey app eare 
The dieg rams of figure 4 illuctrate a section throug h 
the propeller blade normal to the edg e of an ice l ay er aLd 
the temp~rature profileo 
'-~---------------~~----'---
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Fro m L = 0 to L = co , the ext en t 0 f the ice 1 U~T e r • 
Q 1 + d Q, = d Q,m + Q, , - d Q L 
m;a 1 ~ 
th en si~plifying and dividing by d L gives 
= ---
d1. d 1. 
Further more 
and differentiatin g giv~s 
d L = kc Ltc L d L;a 
Wh e n t he p ower inpu t i s consiaered to supply Q,m
a 
then 
dQ, = qb s d L 1TI;a 
and f r om f i gure 4 
SUbstitution g iv es the e ~uation 
= 
h k · 1. 
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u = 
If 
t h en 
2 
d f z 
= u f - v 
The solu tion o f t h is e ~uat io n i s of the f o rm 
u1 
f -- C1 e + 
wh ere 0 1 a nd O2 a r e c onstants of integ r at ion a~d 
ki + h t i 
- - - - = 
hk i 
T1 - T 00 0 
Sub stitution g iv es 
T l - To = 0 ::..9'.l 1 + 02 0 - u 1 + ( T 1 00 - To) 
and when t b e com es l arg,,:: 
value asymptotic a l ly a s ind ic ate d i n 
and 
When t appro a c h es zero 
a p p ro a c hes a finite 
figu re 4 . Therefo~e , 
36 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------------~ ---
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SimilarJ.y, the e quation for the surface temp erature from 
~ = 0 t 0 - CD t ak est h e for ill 
and 





At ~ = 0 
T 1 .- C 1 + T 1 = C 2 + T 1 
° - CD ~ 
and 
Also , wh en t h e subscrip t s + an d 
cate po s itive and n egative v a lues of 
a re i n tro du c ed t o i nd i-
Z , 
and 
When t e qu a ls zero, 
and 
cd 
d T 1 . 
- u t 
.:: -u+ C 28 + 
u L 
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Equatin~ the two foregoing equations and s~stituting the 
value for C1 result in the expression 
and, rearranging terms, 
T1 - T1 
CP 
-00 C2 [::. + 1J 
Substitution of the B1uation for Ca in the equa tion for 
T l , for t = 0 to 1 = 00, results in the expression 
n 
. , 
T - T1 
100 -0:> -u L 
e 
-00 
Because qbs is uniform OVAr the ele~ent of blade surface 
being considered, 
- 'I' 0) = k i "1 
k. + ht. 
1 l 
- T ) o 
or 
38 
and, making the final substitutions in the exp r e ssion for T1 
e 
Introducing the ice-thickness parameter 
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the fore g oing equation may be written in the form 





- - f 
lT1. - \lt
2 (Tl - To)+ To 
co co 
o _ . __ 
* + 1 L 
= 1 -
\It + 1 
and ",hell To = 0 
To 
-'-co 
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Figure 3.- Variation of f[~Jwith t f or the turbulent boundary-
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Figure 4.- A section view and temperature profile normal 
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